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PATTERNS OF MATHEMATICS MINIMUM tOMPETENCY- SKILLS IN THE
, -

ELEMENTARY'SCH001.

Luis Ortiz-Franco

Introduction

.1

Concernrover the declining scores on the ACT and SAT by entering

college freshmen, and the dissatisfaction of employers over the low lever'.

of skills in mathematics, reading, and writing by'high school graduates

has 'given.rise to a movement in education referred to as the competency

movement. Although this educational phenomenon is not new,'its present

flurry has.been 4rio0sly perceived as a potential tool for fundamental

I educational reform, education's newest bandwagon, back to basics movement,

= And a number of other labels including the Greet American Education Fad

of the 70.'s. Perhaps the most popular referent of this movement in

educaticnal,circies is Competency Based Education (CBE).
.

Underlying the competency movement are many.years of discussions

antl.debates regarding educational accountability. State legislatures,

and state and local school boards throughout the nation have devoted time

and energies, and have allocated public funds to'assure that-students leave

..s high School more competent thaw before and better prepared to contri4te
,

.

tosociety,. Ana, as 'Spady and Mitchell (1977) say, The term Competency .

. -

Based"Pucation (CBE) is serving as the unifying slogan for a growing
-

movement among state policy makers to endorse and adopt new requirements

for public school promotion and graduation . . ." (p. 9). But legisla-

tors, andpolicymakers are pondering over the question of how to:guarantee

that students will emerge fi*om/hIgh'school equipped with minimum profi-
.

ciency%in basic skills. Some of the actions require that students be.
4
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.

,able tr ad, write, and compute, generally at the eighth grade Aeyel,

-'
before'rec ving a high school diploma. others require that student(

become proficient'in solving everyday problems that adults face. The

lack of.00nensus in specifyinthe particular everyday problems faced,

by adults that high school graduates should be able to sol4 is sympto-

matic of the larger issue of definition and conceptualizatiob ofithe
,

, .

. goals ancaimsof CBE.' Spady (1977) puts this way, ". . this CBE

bandwagon cannot be accused ofhaving put its conceptual house

"order before launchingon its uncharted parade route and accumulating

avast and lively following. . . , Basic definitions, conceptual

clarity, and analysis of the organizational and'social implications.

of various CBE approaches aPe badly needed." (P. 9.)
.1 .

There are at least two'different Perceptions about the nature,of-
0

N .4. .

..

-

CBE: the accountability.moveinent and the educational reform movement..,

Advocates of the educational reform movement perceive CBE as a way

to expand student learning opPNIgnities so that there will be moreand
. .

better ways for studentsto learn and demonstrate 'the'cOmpetenties re-

quired fOr the performance of complex life4res. This pertpectNe wins

to be broader and more substantive than the accounAbility perspective:

Proponents of the accountability movement want to define more sharply a :

limited range of lerning ppportunitiesj that they expect schools to Peo-
:

vide for students. These two perspectives represent different notions

of the range of competency expectation one is the distinction between

competencies and capacities and the otter is the concept of life-cole.

0

For lengthier discussion on these two notions see Spady and

Mitchell (1977).
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It is probable that these two notidnshave.found advocates in state

legislatures and school boards across the Country and are being reflected

in essential skills assessment batteries.' The skills assessed across

states or across school districts within a state are not uniforM. Some

states limit assessment to the areas of Mathematics, reading and writing

(the three Rs), others also include listening and speaking skills, and

still others include all of these plus skills in citizenship,, free enter-

priseptkobitm-solving, survival skills, reasoning, consumerism, reference

s ills, etc., (see Ajai, (1.9791). Many educators see CBE.as an opportunity

to strengthen program and teaching strategies that in the process, cannot

help but make gains.

The present note discusses and'compares mathematics competencies
4

prescribed in.grades 1-6 for seven'state and local districts, The dis-

cussion begins with general, comments on the historical background of the

present minimum competOcy movement; it then proceeds'to outline some

distingufOing characteristitipf.this movement in various states and

local districts. 'These comments are followed by some considerations of

the extent` to which a common national framework of minimum competencies

actually, exists or is likely too 'exist. Theevarious minimum competency

mathematics skills for several state and local school districts are

examined in *this context. The discussion section summarizes the results

.

and 04ses this note. Thus, the essay proceeds fromthe general' to the
. t

specific and back to thvgenerpl.
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Minimum Competencies

General Characteristics

The competency movement is not something new. The history of

Ameriean education is permeated with trends advocating instruction of

.stedents and the public at large with skills that will enable them to

meahingfully..partictpate in _a democratic society._ The roots of the

competency movement are evident in ancient history. About 2,000 years

ago, attempts were made to cultivate competency in oratory and military

techniques. These competencies reflected the needs of particular societies.

in primiive societies, the training of youth was clearly directed toward
.'

making them, competent in survival skills.

it, The forerunners of the current movement to use standards to jUdge.

'student competency appeared more than 100 years ago., Around 1865, .

-teachers in New York developed tests to determine the competence of

individual students'if particular areas of study. The tests, known as

the Regents Exams, were used to award Regents diplomas and to measure
f

the performance of local school districts.- This Is gerhaps one of the

earliest i)ndiCations of school accountability in any formal sense at

t'he' state level in the continental 'U.S. -- Two years later the federal,
.

government began to take steps to formalize documentation of the nation's

.. ,

progress in educatid0. What influence. teachers:in New York-had on this
....../'

,.

.

federal project is nQt obvious.
.

t.

'ln any event, the United States Office of Education was founded in
4 . .

.

)867 aod one charge set before its commissioner was to dearmfne the

nation's progress in education. That century-old charge is only now',
7
-,. A'

being *answered fry the National Assessment of Educational Progress *EFL

4
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a project of the NatidnaJ Center for Education Statistits under contract

. .., -

to the Education Commission of the- States. NAEP providesinformition to

educational decision maiCers'andpractitioners that can 16.1'used to '
. -

identify edUcatiCm'Al problem areas, to establish educational Ol'iorities
.,

.

and to determine thcpatiorial progre'ss in education. However, Nut, does
..,

not asses, minimum competencieS as such.
_

One form of Competency iesting-, the GED (tests of General Educational

Oive,opment), has been used since 1942 to enable personsover 18 and out

of sch 1 to receive a high school equivalency.diploma. The Denver Public

Schools veloped andsiarted to useminimum competency tests in 1960 to

.*"

assure that students are proficient in eeadihg, language, spelling, and

math. Stude s havefeightchances to,paSs. Mbre recetay, other districts

have establish porfcies,Which:do not allow students to be. promoted to

a higher grade u til .necessary'skitls or competencies are mastered, ,Leg-
._

islators, and stat boArds are demanding that students meet minimum.

standards prior to eing awarded a diploma and, in some instances; prior
t

,

to being promoted t higher grades. That is, CBE is far from uniforM

across local school stricts as well.as,Across states% Wore0
. .

discuss'different'app aches" to CBE by some school distrjcts,,a-few
y., .

comments about CBE ark In order.
..-

' .
.

. . . .

CBE, can be viewed
,

". 6 .. a data:based, adaptive, performance --
:: 6., . :, .

,

oriented:set of Integra d processes that facilitate, measure, Petord,
.

s
: 6 ,.

and certify within the:c text'of flexible time paramete7i the demonstra-
, ....

. . .

. 6 .

tiop of known,nplici0

(Spady 11977), Pg-s. 1014

6 1

stated,. and agreed:
4

upon learning
,

.outcomes. . . 6" . -.

- . . .

d according to Spady and Mitchell. (1377,Y, .there
.

. . ,, . .

,

are two major convictions haredlby adybcates of CBE.. One is that the,
.. . .

.

.
-

.

.

(

'4
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capabilities of too many high school graduates are inadequate to meet

-the requirements of life in.modern societies. Thtother conviction is

that schools must assure that useful and relevant student performanCe

levels are achieved 61, establishing definite standards for student

certification. The first conviction reminds us of ,,the social Utility of.

,students outputs whi le the second convicon appears, to adovcate a degree,
. -

s.

. .

of school system accountability.' ThesetwoLelements combined form the

rationale behind legislation requiring states or local school districts

to set minimumstandards of,performance and to test student proficiency
N i

in meeting those standards., It is hoped thit these mandates will-'result

in more competent students. ,

. .

,

---:"

The instructional aspectsof CBE have,for the Jsml part, been
.

..

.

overlooked by the-hew policy'a8options-at the state and local levels,
.

cY

CBE has induCed a change ineducational goals' and perhaps the entire

basis,of recording student progress and rep Orting to parents will need

to change as well. This is duet° the possibilities Of many students

.

being able to qualifor a high school diploma by -passing the state 'Or-
r

local district test even without taking the full range of high school

coursee,previously required for graduation. There are educators who
t_

opine that theaccountabiliti approach io:CBE./s' flawed in %its:under-
.-..,

standing of the essential character of school- operations and therefore'

. . ,

wr1.1 not be effectiVely, implemented.
.

.

,..
. .

WAth respect to methodbtogy, there are basically' two methods

characterizing CBE: tbe,descriptive, and the a priori or.prescriptive.
t .

,

The descriptive method examines programs.thatdescribe themselvet as
,

- . .
.

comeetenc?.based and seeks CAD diicover'the.elementi. they have in comb'''.

St

.
f

."
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And the enumeration.ot those common elements serves as the definition of

CBE in praitice. The priori, or prescriptive approach takes a set of

.

meanings and conditions as .given and derives a definition of the phenomenon

from them. This leads to'a theoretical definition of CBE which serves

as.a criterion Or refei-ence against'which practiie can be measured. It

is this interplay between theoretical constructs and practical outcomes

tha.t.motivates many educators to view CBE as generating a shiftc from

-role-based to goal-based operational principles in education. This

shift imples that the'riterion of successful program completion is the

achieving,and demonstration of outcome goals, not the length of time

itilakes.to reach the gOals. And as Spady and tlitchel) (1977) put it:

oir
. . unless policy-makers-and-educators'are able to grasp and are

4

willing to deal' with the serious .consequenes of'goal-bas10 education, .

/I

. CBE maymell-become onemore abandoned bandwagon on the landscape'of

unfulfilled hopes for substantial educational improvement." (Pg. 15.)

' An additional aspect tet(at adds diversity, and perhaps makesCBE
.

r
appear nebulous, is the latk of clari ty 'on .the best .path to follOw to

reach the desired' nimum competency standSrds. In Aome cases, state

legYslaturesCalrfor statewide standards; in others local di;triCtsare
.

givenguidapce but not told specfficillY what to do: The following

,

section gives a glimpse of the minimum-competencyArencrin.some state .

.

and local districts,

State and Local Trends

Prier to the.advent of NAEO,.the onlyreadily available measures of
,

. .

educational quality resulting' from the publicvinvestment of funds were
:. .
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input measures such as teacher-student Itios and per-pupil expenditures.

The tenuous assumption was made that the quality of educational outcomes,'

what students do or do not.know and can or'cannot d6, was'direttly related

to the quality of inputt to the' educational systeM. For instance, $24.7

billion was the annual expenditure of public funds for the formal education

Of young Americans in 196D; $29.4 bi1lIon in 1962; and $35.9 billion in

1964,
2
'As standarized lest scores of edutational achievement started and

continued to Show a downward trend in the late 60's and early 70's, many

politicians, edutators, And community leaders began to question the rela-

tivequality of educatianal Outcomes. Thus, the accountability aspect Of

the competency movement has gained adherenti to the point where now 38

=states are involved in the competency testing movement. And,different
N-

.sates have' approached the matter differently.

Generilly, the overall goal,in recent,mandates is to assure students
. . 0

reach a minimum level of competency in the basic skiill,at certain grade'

' 'levels and prior to being awarded a high school diploma. Most,pf the

mandates specify that student.competency or proficiency be 'assessed

through testing at, certain grades.in the required basic skills. In some

states; the itudyof high school graduation require' nts eventually has

focused attentionOn basic skills in the early grades. As* result,

requirements for minimum competentiei as 'a prerequisite' for high sch

graduation,have been accompanied by other mandarbi ti reinforce basi4

` skills starting -as early as the third grade. And this fdi:ure gives

competency testing an aspect of diagnostic testing as opposed to .

,achievement testing.

See footnote 1 'in Carpenter et

,

1f
7'
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. . .

. For example, Assembly.8111 3408, as emelided bA865*o the ,

-:.., . ,

.

...,

California Legislature: caps for, any high school .district to adopt lqtal

standards Of proficiehcy.in-basic skills by June, 1978. After June, 1980,..

. . 4

no.student who has not met these stpndards cannot,receive a high school ,

.
.

. i
. . 4

diploma., The progress of individual students toward these proficiency ,.

. . . .
, 4

standards mustbe assessed bythe.districts at three prescribed intervals

prior to the twelfth grade:. once in the 4th thro4gh 6thgade elpirience,, .

-.price during the :7th through 9th grade experience, and twice during the

10th.through 11th grade experience. The Oregon board requires all

districts toassesg how well students can read, write, and compute. It
.

.

also ask'sithem to devise policies in new graduationrequiremen5s, starting

in 1978. Districts must identify the mlnimom competencies needed for a
, 4

,. diploma:
.

,
Other states 'such asFlorida and New York, have introduced new .

.

tests which help determine whether a student graduates with a diploma or

a.certificate of. atiendehte. Florida introduced a functional literacy

test in October 1977. A passing score of 70% is required both lb OM-
4

munication and math. Students in New York must make a minimum score of

444

.

, 65t op five new basic,compery tests administered statewide in reading,
..

4.

mathematics, practical science and health,'civics and citizen ship, and
.

4
, 1.

writing skills. Otherwise, theycannot receive a,diptcma, starting in

. .

1980. A total of three-fourths of the stakes, or about 38, are involved
'

.

in the minimum competency."movement." The "Movement" is by no means

unanimous.,
. .

. In some states, legislation has been enacted andin others

involvement has come aboilt through state board 6f education rulings.

.

1 .&

;
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The Educational R and D Report iSsue of Spring 1979 lists the following
.,

states where legislation has been enacted mandating.some type of

. compltencyrbased'hig6 school grquation requirements: California, .

Colorado,. Florida Itlinois,,Katisas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Nevada,

New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, and tiashington.

An addition to this list is Louisiana, with its Louisiana Accountability
a,

Law (Act 621). The s 'publication lists the following.states where

state boards of education have issued rulingi warding minimum competencies

for high schoolgraduation:

Utah, Virgina, and Wyoming.

Indiana, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Tennessee,

The California and Florida legislation allow

students to leave'school early.by taking'a form of proficiency test.

Students Who pais receive the equivalent of a high school diploma and are

permitted to bypass.other graduation requirements. Other districts have

established policies which do not allow students to be proMoted to a'

higher grade until necessary skills or competencies are mastered,

Overall, efforts to-set minimum competency standards have resulted

in numerous approaches to the problem,' The most discernible approaches

include: requiring students to demonstrate competency for high SZtool
.\

graduation., requiring stuaents to demonstrate competency fOr grade,to-

grade promotion, allernate'approaches 4 granting credit for high school

graduation, alternate approaches to establishing competency, and to use

.differents types of diplomas/certificates. Neill (1978) distusses in more

detail (Chapters VII and VIII) these states and Local districts' where.

. minimum competency standards are used as high school graduation requIre-,

,ments, And as promotion/retention indicators. Perhaps the competency

4.

r..
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movement will weaken-the largument of those who claim that for many

students the high schdol diplonii is more a certificate of attendance
.

than a certificate of competency.

ManyeducaTors see the competency movement as an attempt togive all

students a.chanceto succeed i school. But, the students most affected

aretdisadvantaged youth and

becomes more evident whhn we consider the four-to-five year achievement

gap in reading, writing; and mathematics between the lowincome and .

minority students, And the predoMinently white middle and,ypper-income

students. However, even fdr these students (minority and low-Income),
0

the competency testing movement can 'theoretically represent a hope for

improvement. The possibilities of this being the case are increased

those who are unmotivated to learn. This

if school districts and state boards see competency testsas a way
. .

to iglentify students not performing at minimum levels; to provide

compensatory programs for those students; and to use the test results to

direct state or local aid to those districts, schoOlsi and students

showing poorest performances. In this sense, the strongest argument in
. .

support of competency requirements is the potential for motivating

students; schools, and districts.

The fliArry of activity at the state and local levels has led some
ada.

legislatbrs to propose that national standaids be set for minimum cam-
,

petency. The idea has received little support from educatois and

`federal.officials, both the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
. A -4

Development and the National Education Association have opposed-federally

mandated competency standirds.
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The idea of common national curriculums, and national minimum

competency standards is not apolitically viable one. However, a more

basic question congruent to present realities is: are there enough com-
,

monalities in the present sets of minimum competency requirements among

state and local districts for.one to-identify and outline national

minimum competency expectations that already exist in practice?

.

The present.note attempts to approach this questill by comparing

the stated minipum mathematics competency skills of seven state and

local districts.

Methods, Analysis and Results

Method

In the context of the two methods characterizipg CBE, descriptive
.

and prescriptive (see page 6 for comments on these two methodsY, the
... .

._

-method adopted here is the descriptive. The mathematiCsskills targeted

for assessment in grades 1-6, as detailed by_the Los Angeles Unified

chool District (LAUSD), Modesto, California School District, and by the

S ate Department of Education in Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, New Jersey,.

,

Tennessee, and Texas provide the material for the analisis. The math-

.

emetics skills as,outlined by LAUSDserve as referent point. Consequenty.

this analysis is relative and so are the descriptions of the skills

provided by the different school districts. More precisely, the small.

number of.districts included epitomizes the tenuous nature of the

analysis.. Furthermore, in the description of the skills discussed below,

the LAUSD continuum has been used.(without any value judgements) as a

reference point, since it is longer and more comprehensive than most of

the other iets'of competencies. In addition, it-is possible'that
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as the competency movement progressei towards its laturity the 'skills

assessed will 'change to reflect more clearly identified needs of the tunes.
. . .

Six tables, one for each grade, illustrates the skills under

consideration, and provide the framework.for the analysis. The information

contained in the tables was taken from outlines; objectives, and contipuums

available from the respetti4 local school district or state education

agency. In the case of Texas, the information available is from results

, of actual assessment project conducted by the Texas Education Agency.

for LAUSD and Louisiana, the information was obtained from their respective

mathematics continuums; for Florida, Kansas, Modesto, and Tennessee

the information wo obtained from broad outlines. New Jersey provided

a List oP'skills included in a sUrvey administered to teachers and other

school personnel. The purpose of"the survey was for the state department

of education to determine theadeqyacy of thtir preliminary list of

mathematics skills. ,Consequently; there'Oas no definite statement

available at the time this paper was written on what skills New Jersey

will finally assess.

Analyiis and Results

Appendix A contains the'six4tables, one.for each grade (1-6),

outlining the mathematics skills targeted for assessment by seven state
. .

and local school districts, including: Florida, Kansas, LAUSD,

Louisiana, Modesto, Tennessee, and Texas. Due to the reason'stated

above, the. discussibn does not include New Jersey but New Jersey is

included in Figure I.

Figure 1, below, shows the districts by alphabetical order, and

the Bides (T -6) for which mathematics skills are outlined.

Nz,
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Figure 1. Districts and Grades for Which Mathematics
Skills are Listed.,

Distr.ict

Grade

3 4 5 6

Florida

Kansas

LAUSD

Louisiana

Modesto
1 '

New Jersey

-Tennessee

Texas

X

x x

x x x

x x x x x

x x x x x

x x. x x x

No definite statement available on what skills would be
assessed. Survey indicates mathematics assessment at
grades 3 and 6 would take place.

X X X X -X
Ob.

'The remaining part.o, this section is devoted to a discussion of the

mathematics skills described in Tables 1-6,in Appendix A. As mentioned
. .

befoie, the method used isihe descriptive. 'The skills are grouped in,

ten major sectkonsor skill areas, namely: Numeration, Whole Number

OperaAtions, fractional Numbers, Decimals, Geometry, Measurement, Relations/
\

Functions, Statistics, Percent, and Applications/Problem Solving. This

breakdown is adapted from the organization of the LAUSD continuum, and

each of these skill areas subsumes other more specific skills. To

illustrate, the skill area of Whole Number Operations subsumbs skills

in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division; and in turn, each

of these operations subsuines more specific skills. For instance, addition

. '

Includes skills in basic facts, addition of two or, more numbers with one,
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. 1 .
.

_ ...

two, three, tour, or more digits,, with and without regrouping. Usually,
. .

the Complexity'and.degree of difficulty of skills assessed increases
. .

as thgrade level igcreaset. ..

Nun ration. The LAUSD mathematics continuum outlines three skills.

under Numerattcn to be assessed for elementary.school students. These are

counting and place valu4, .comparison,' and primes, multiples, and factors.

Lquisiaha alsaAncludes an enabling skill with sets in 1-1 correspondence

at -grade rand Tennessee includes a few skills with Roman Numerals at

grades 3-6. In general, first grade LAUSD studehts are supposed to

k be proficient more skills than their Counterparts in Modesto,

'California. but in/fewer skills than first graders in Louisiana and

Tennessee. No skills for assessment are listed for Florida, Kansas,

ilf
New Jersey, and Texas at this grade)ivel.

;

Only LAUSD, Louisiana, and Tennessee list numeration skills for

third graders. At grade 3, Tennessee introduces students to writing

Roman Numerals. The skill listings for Louisiana and Tennessee portray

a little wider scope and little mgre depth in the nwration

demanded from third.graders than the.other lists.

The Modesto, California school district does not list numeration

skilips for assessment at the fdurth grade level. The counting and

place value.skills scheduled for LAUSD fourth graders,are about the

same as those scheduled in Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, and Tennessee,

but the latter also include some skills in rounding, ordinality, and

ordering numbers that go beyond the simpler skills expected at grades'1-3.

Tennessee increases exposure of students to Roman Numerals. LAUSD and
t

Louisiana expecefourth graders to become proficient in naming the
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multiples of 5 and 10 but Louisiana expects students to also supply

the missing numbers in a sequence of these multiples, and io a sequence

,

of odd and even numbers 100-1000. Kansas introduces students to

numeration on the number line.

By the end of the-fifth grade, Tennessee students are expected to be

able to write up to 500 using Roman Numerals, and to estimate sums and

differencei by means of roundjng off. Otherwise, the 'cumulative mathematics

g.

skills assessed at the fifth gradein LAUSD, Louisiana, and Tennessee'are

quite similar. Most of the diffkrences in the cumulative skills appear

to be due to level of difficulty at which students are expected

to operate,but not in the kinds of skills expected.

No rounding" off skills are listed as minimum competencies for

sixth graders in Texas. The sophistication level of place value

interpretation; andleading and writing numerals is a bit above that of

Kansas_, -bul seems tb be below LAUSD, Louisiana, and Tennessee. No

other numeration skills are listed for Texas. 'Recognition of Roman
,

Numerals', and negative integers on,, number line listed by Tennessee,

11.

., grade 6, are nbt found in any. of t then lists. .Otherwise the

lists for LAUSD, Louisiana, and Tennessee are about the same.

i

Whole number operations. The lists for whole number operations

are divided into four.major subareas: addition, subtraction, multi-.

plicatfon, and division. Multiplication and division begin to be

assessed at third grade; addition and subtraction skills.in some form

are assessed throughout all six eleMentary school grades. Each-,of

these four operations is discussed separately in the following paragraphs.

Afk

13
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LAUSD first grade students are expected to find sums up to 10

involving numbers and 'sets, which is common in grade 1. Students in

Modesto are only expeCted to 'find sums up- to six while Teriessee,first4

'graders are expected to have developed one or two additional skills

syph as recognition of the commutative property and some addition of

multiplei of ten (e.g., 30 + 4o . ). .

At the-second grade level, there is a similarpattern. Tennessee .,,\

)

second graders are expected to, demonstrate some'understanding of math

symbols for compari on'and the concept of multiplication as repeated

addition. Otherwise, the lists for LAUSD, Modesto, California; Florida,

Kansas. Louisiana, andTennessee are about the dame.
4

Addition of numbers with more than one digit requiring regrouping

is common across all four lists for grade 3. Louisiana a4o includes

identification of the parts of addition but this is relatively minor.

The additiop skills-assessed at the fourth grade reflect a further

develdpmenLand reinforcement of performing addition with regrouping.

This same pattern continues in all lists up to the sixth grade. Thus

the differences that do exist between districts in addition' skills

from Ath4throu§h 6th grades reflect minor variation in difficulty

rather than major variation; in the kinds of'skillsto be assessed.

Skills assessment and development in subtradtion parallel that

of skills in addition, indicating, that for most schools instruction .

in subtraction closely follows instruction in addition. Subtraction

withAregrouping begins to be assessed at the third grade and its

rt development and reinforcement continue through the 6th grade.

t
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SecOn&gratie pupils in Tennessee are introduced to multiplication

by meanS of repeated addition. 'Otherwise formal skills in multiplica-
.

tiOn are for intrOduition and assessment at the third grade

in LAUSD, Modesto, Louisiana, and Tennessee. Allhough.LAUSD programs

have morebasic facts at grade 3 than any of the other districts,

Tennessee picks up at a higher level skill (multiplication with

regrouping) presumably involving only the facts (to 5's) that'tadents

are supposed to know 'at grade 3

With the except -ion of Modes.to, all of the distritts outlining

multiplication skills for fourth graders expectpupi.4 to be well

versed in the basic' facts= At grade 4, the LAUSD list moves ahead

to multiplication 'with regrouping, bUt only with multipliers -up to

10, while Louisiana expects fourth graders to knovi the parts of a

/

multiplicati problem. Otherwisethe sophistiCation level in the
- %

,multiplication algOilthm is not very different across lists, except

for Modesto where multiplicativn does not go beyond muttkpli'cation

facts up to 6's.
.

it is not until the end of the 5th grade that studedtsin

Modesto are formally assessed in multiplication .facts throughA4.

At this grade level Tennessee extends multiplication facts up to
.

12's. LAUSD continues the:developmedt and reinforcement of multiplying

numbers by powers of 10. Otherwise, LAUSO, Miodesto, Louisiana, and

Tennessee do not differ substantially in the nature of the multiplica-

lion skills they assess.
. .. .

.

Louisiana explicitly expects sixth graders.to be able to multiply

. "
any number by powers of 10 in adOtion to exhibiting the multipli,cation

4

20
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skills found in. Usti fo Texas, Tennessee, Kansas, Modesto, and CAUSD4

By the end of _grade 6, i the.11-sts show similar, multiplication s.kitls.

.

LAUSD and Tennesse are-the only lists which expect to test .

third grade pupils on. zaic facts in division. At tile* end of 'the

fourth grade, Florida
,

eicansas formally assess'Ooticiency

r
basic

.

facti uisiana includes assessment.ofdivision faets, .1

. but stops with divt rs to 6. LAUSD, Florida, 'Kansas, acid Tennessee

,

- extend their lists o include-the division of att46-or-moredigit
.

. ,

number by a one-di it number. Kansas and Tennessee go sq,far as2-

digit quotients lch the LAUSD list does not reath until.grade 5.

By grade 5, ttie lists for LAIASD, Modesto, and Lout lona are at
. .

about the same evel: division by a f-digithumber wi no restyle-
/

.

ton on the -of the quotkent. Tennessee, goesa step 1prther by.

including pl'ob ems with 2 -digit divisors. Florida, nsai, ang

have no asses mentsai grads 5.

There is tonsiderable.variability:acrOss,lis s at grade 6.

representing ignificant differemes in difficutty. The LAUSD and

Modesto list never really get very far into division by 2-digit

numbers whil the other lists do. 'The Ten ssee list is an .order of

.

difficulty h her-than the otherstin cal 'for division by 3-digit

numbers.

Fraction .I numb This skill area contains flour subarea's.:

addition,itlikition, subtraction, and multiplication. Division

with fractional numbers is also .iisted for assessment in Tennessee

and Kansas.

24:
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A
As shown in Table I, LAUSD and Tennessee are the only dist-Heti . -

-
.

. , .

which begin assessMeilt of Tractfonal number concepts in grade 1.
,./-

LAUSD assessment is limitedto identification bf whole objects whqe'.

. NY I. .1 .

Tennessee goes 'on to assess Irs
,

and -4 s. Tables 2 and 3 show that

skill assessment in fractional number numeration only continues up

Uhtii the end of the 3rd grade. z

At grade 4, Tennessee, Florida, and LAUSD begin to assess skill's 1,

in the addition and subtraction of simple fractions with like denOini,

nators without regrouping. Florida, Kansas, and Louisiana limit
.

.

their assessment'-to lumeratidin skills identical to those assessed by :

LAUSD and Tennessee at die previous grade level. Florida also list,
, .

skills in identifying equivalent fractions.' . '- '',

, .

:,..

By the end of, the flfth grade,ATennessee itudentiAe suppomidd,
,

",
. _. . -

to have developed skills in the fair basic operations with fractioilie, 1.

numbers byt students in Louisiana and LAUSempst exhibt skills 41.; ,

_ . i. 0--..... !v.... '.
,

addition and subtraction. nly. Tennessee and LAUSD list skills ii .." ...

. , , '

. 4 ., ' $

identifying and finding.equivalenefractions.at,this grade level,: s.,

,y -.1...

. . b . ;.
Louisiana, on the other hand, postpones listing the;e skills until.-

M.

k SI

,

the ,s.i ixgrade. . ;
.

.

Decimals. Grade 5 students in Louisiana, Tennessee, and LAUSD
...

4.0...'

are assessed on numeration, addition, and subtraction skills with
,r

, . , .-

decimals. Kansas and Modesto schedule assessment of this skill area
.

/.....

.

in the sixth grade. As outlined in Table 5, the 4Vills in the -
0

Louisiana list are more numerous and at a higher level than LAUSD, .

and Tennessee.

L.

-1.

I
; ,
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Texas does not schedule assessment of skills involving decimal

numbers at 'grade.5 or 6, although it 4s.unlikely that students would be

allowed to miss instruction in this, area; As evidenced by the assessment'

'schedule, Modesto and LOuisiana expected proficiency in the addition

and subtraction of.deCimals by the end of the sixth grade but Tennessee,

Kansas, and LAUSD expect sane level of proficiency in all four basic

operations. of thesethree, LAUSD seems to be the only one not

explicitly requiring skills in multiplying two decimal numbers.

Otherwise, it appears that ;here is quite a lot of similarity in

what students are expected to learn.

Geometry. There are two major subareas under geometry: non-metric,,

and metric. Skil1i ipAion-metric geometry are assessed throughout the

elementary school experience but skills in metric geometry begin to fie.

atsessed at tlae fourth grade level. There is almost no differencen.

the type of non-metric geometry-skills required of first grade students

in Louisiana, Tennessee, and LAUSD.' ibe.skill of 'matching geometric

404,-

41041.1.

and=shapes to outline is assessed only tn,,,.AUSD. andW tseida distric at the
's

2nd grade.leven. The other, dstricts do not outline skills for assessment

in this subarea at this grade level.

The ncnmetric geometry skills illustrated by Louisiana for

;P:ei

' third grade students are similar to LAUSO's second graders. LAUSD is

the'only distpct that.inciudes open and closed curves. In general,

there far fess consistency across skills listinas in geometry than%

in other areas. Thosiskills in non-metric geometry required of

Kansis fourth graders'are similar to those required by LAUSD at the

I.
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second grade level. Fourth grade pupils 'in LoUisiana and LAUSD are
.

-tested on metric geometry skills involving perimeter measurement of

plane figure;. Sevira4 of the skills in non-metric geometrt.outlined

by Tennessee at the fifth grade appear In the'fourth grade LAUSD

assessment program. Louisiana and LAUSD outline the same skills in

metric geometry but neither Tennessee nor any of the other districts

list skills,in this subarea for fifth grade students. In addition,
al

the recognition of solids included under non-metric geometry in LAUSD

is not*listed 1py any of the other diitricts. Kanias isqhe only,
.

'district which expects sixth graders to exhibit some competency in

finding the area of rectangles. Louisiana, like LAUSD,-expects

6th grade students to be able to identify a right angle. The skill

Of identifying relationships between lines, outlined by Louisiana

at grade six, is expected from pupils atgrade 5 in Tennessee.

Measurement. There are seven subareas distributed in grades 1-6
ti

under the skill area of Measurement. The subareas are: Length, Mass,

Area, Volume /Capacity, Time, Temperature, and Money. The distribution.

or representation of these subarea& in the elementary school grades

is not even. Not all skill subareas appear in revery grade level

I nor are they equally' distributed. Some skills are assessed more often

than others. For instance, in LAUSD, Money skills are assessed in

five grades but skills with Mass are assessed only once.

First grade pupils in LAUSD are assessed on Mail, and Money skills

while Louisiana first graders are assessed on Mass-and Length skills;,

while Tennessee students are expected to show competency in Time

IOW

11
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assess measurement skills in grade I, while Florida, Kansas,'and Texas*

23

Money,,, Length, TeMperature, and VOltime/Capacity. Modeito does not

.have no grade 1 assessmat-at ill.

thesibareas of Length, TiMe; and Money `are assessed

in grade 2 in LAMB, Florida, Louisiana, and Tennessee: Modesto -
,

. .

*V

-.
expects competency from second grade pupils. only in the subarea of

. ,..

Money, and Kansis,Wthesubal'eas of Money and Time. Tennessee also
. .. -

. . -.
.

expects:.some competency in. Temperature skills;

,. . _

By third grade, LAUSCOsipupils are suppdsed tairve developed
,., ., " I

. some additional. skrlls in Length, Time, and Money; Modesto students
,* ... .

r .
4

in Money,only; Loasiaria.thir.d grader's ln,Leilgth, liplume/Capacity .

-

.

/lass, Time, and, Money, and Teahes;ee pupils in Length, Volume/iCapacitY.

Temperature, Time, and' Money.,. Thus; Tennessee and Louisiana third
-

as

.'sradets,ore assessee en five Measur ement'subareas, LAUSO's students

in three, and MOdeito students, in only one.'
,r r

Fourth grade students in Louisiana are assessed in five Ail'
A

$06areas: Area, 'Monet, Mass, and Volume/Capacity, and

Tennessee students in-all of these subareas except and including
.

' Time'anil Temperitur7Xwej). LAUSDfourth'gf.adei-s are expected W.
. ,

show'iome competerici in%t tngthi'Area, Ti-me,,and Money; Kansas., in
. 1

Lengths Atb ad/Woney; and Florida in Length..Time,40 Money.

Modesto'tistsskills only in the Tin* subarea of ,measurement at
4

.,

grade 4. 4
. »

v

Mo'desto4 Florida, and Kansas do not Iiit'agyssurement-skills
, .

for assessment at the fifth grade'but LAMB ists skills in fiye-
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. .

subareas, namely, Length, Area, VolumetCapaclty, Temperature, and

i

.

Money. Louisiana and,Tennesiee each list sills en.two,subareas,

Mass and Time,*alOtTfine_and Length, respectively. _LAUSD emphasizes

.both estimation-- anii-a5pal measurement skil4 in the Length, Area,

and Volume/Capacity skill subareas' but Tehnessei and Louisiana include

"%
,

. only actual measuninigski l is in Length andWass.. . ,
.

- . . ;,
, .

.
.. .,

Nut' diAtticiti shoW inteheloni, of assessing Measurement skills
.

.4
,

at,. the lend of '0es-sixth .grade: _1:41.1vi kanias,,LOaislana,:iennissee,
. .

..-.
and,Texast.. A.AUS 1141imekpect"similar competencies from sixth

graders in the same skit) Subareas. Length, Mass, Area, and Volume/

Capacity. The Kansas list only includes. skills.in the Length subarea.

Louisiana'expects competencies in Time, Temperature, and Area and

'Tennessee in Length and Area only. However, the skill expected from

sixth graders in Tennessee in the Length subarea is that of applying

the addition and subtraction algorithm to Measurement units involving

. . _

renaming, which is a'somewhat diffIcen,t ski I1 thanljust estimating
. 7 , ;...

or measuring.

Relations/functions.- Formal assessment of this skill area begins

at the end of the 3rd gradein LAUSD and Louisiana. There are

two subareas subsumed under Relation/Functions: Patterns and Coordi-

7
nateeometri. Perhaps due to the various*skills involved in Coordinate

Geometry, skills with Patterns are initially assessed at the end of

the third grade but Coordinate Geometry is first assessed. a toilde later.
. .

At the third-gradelevel, howeVer, Louisiana expects more from students

in the subarea of Patterns than LAUSD: In both cases, third graders

are supposed to have developed competencies in recognizingArd extending

it
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number patterns, but, Louisiana students are also expected to

demonstrate'certain skills with sOme properties of zero.

Part of the Patterns skills assessed by LAUSD and Louisiana at the

third grade level are aiisessed'by Tennessee at the end of the fourth t

grade. Louiiiana expects its fourth graders to have skills to recognizing

and applying mathematical symbols and in the use of one the identity

element -in multiplication. LAUSD is the only district that schedules

basic skills in Coordinate Geometry for assessment at the fourth grade.

At the fifth _grade level, only one district, LAUSD, outlines skills

in Patterns and Coordinate, Geometry for assessment. The skills assessed,

though, do not represent any essentially new skills in these subareas.

The skills assessed are an extension of those skills developed in the

third and fourth grades.

Louisiana sixth graders are expected to be able to determine the

equality relation when given groups of numbers and specified operations.

Dn the other hand, LAUSD outlines skills in Patterns and Coordinate

Geometry for proficiency by sixth grade pupils.

Statistics. In these skill listtogs, students begin to be :

tested on Statistics at the third grade. LAUSD and Tennessee schedule

assessment of data collection, organization, andinterpretation at

the end of the third grade. Tennessee expects.a bit more from these

pupils t n LAUSD. No other district outlines skills in Statistics

at the thi 0 grade.
i

Five sc)Tol dist

L
icts, LAUSD, Florida, Kansai, and Tennessee,

outline skills\in Sta cs for assessment at. the fourth grade. Skills

27
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in the Louisiana list for grade 4 are about the same as skills listed

in grade 3 for LAUSD and Tennessee. Although Florida and Kansas do not*

schedule assessment of skills in Statistics at the third grade, those

Statistics skills that they assess athe fourth grade are,cbmparable

to LAUSD's fourth grade skills. No school district assesses this

skill area at the fifth grade.

Tennessee, Louisiana, Kansas, and LAUSD assess Statistics in

grade six but LAUSD and Kansas are the only lists that include computa-

tion of means (averages) from a set of data.
4r

Percenti. Perhaps due to the various skills with whole numbers and

fractions required to compute percents, skill assessment in Percents is

conducted for the first-time at the sixth grade. Tennessee and LAUSD are

the only school districts which assess this skill area. The level of

. skill diffidulty is higher7for Tennessee than for LAUSD.T.

Applications /problem sdiving. Not all lists include assessment

.of Application/Rroblem Solvirii in all of the elementary school grades.

. .

Only Louisiana and Tennessee schedule assessment of this skill at the

end of the firstgrade. - Louisiana expects staents to exhibit some

competency in solving word problemi; butnot to do the actual computation.

Ftve districts, LAUSD, Florida; Kansas, Louisiana, and Tennessee
.

list problem solving skills for assessment atthe bid grade. The

LAUSD listoS not state explititly that students are 4ected to .

.

solve word problems. but the other four lists do so.
. .

Tennessee, Louisiana, apd LAUSD, scheault-assessment of problem

solving skills It the' end of the tbtrii grade:: Tennessee 'expects

v
s.
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pupils to solve one-step word problems involving the four basic

. operations, and Louisiana outlinet/ikilis in solving word problems

involving only three basic operations, excluding divisiOn. At grade

3, the LAUSD list is the only one which explicitly includes the

assessment of problem solving skills involving money values.

0.

f

Florida expects fourth grade pupils to solve purchase problems not

exceeding one dollar, to solve word problems involving addition,, subtraction,

and multiplication of whole numbers, and the_additionand subtraction of

.

proper fractions with like denominators. No other list outlines

problem solving skills involving fractions. Kansas and Tennessee require

the solution of word problems involving the four bas operations. LAUSD

and Kansis expect .fourth graders to mike up a real7life problem from a

number sentence and solve it.

While fifth iraders in Tennessee and Louisiana are assessed on the

solution of two-ste word problemsModesto and LAUSD pupils are required

to solve only one-step word problems. LAyso, Louislana,and Tennessee

begin assessing problem solving skills involving measurement units at

this grade level. NOwever, Tennesiee is the only list at grade 5 that

explicitly includes work with whole.numbers, fractions, and decimals.

At grade 6, Texas and Tennessee expect students to demonstrate4

competency in estimating and solving word problems involving the four

basic operations with whole numbers, frapljons, and decimals: This is

the extent of Tennessee's assessment of prciblem solving skills- but Texas

also Includes-assessment of measurement problems; like LAUSD, using basic

operations. 'Sixth grade pupils in Kansas and Modesto are asked to show

competency in solving word problems but Modesto does not specify the
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type of operations involved. Kansas expects students to solve,one-step

word problems, involving the four basic operations but LAUSD is not as

speCific.'

.Discussion

This section pr&ides general comparative comment's on the skills

assessed in the elementary'school by the state and local districts under

discussion and will attempt to answer the question posed at the end of

the Minimum Competencies section.

The pattern of thequantitative and qualitative differences of the

skills assessed in grades 1-6 by the LAUSD, Modesto, California, Florida,

Kansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Texas school districts is too uneven

to permit an absolute generalization. It cannot be said that any of

these school districts strives to develop in students better' mathematics

skills than the others. IMIT we look at a particular grade level, *ay

first grade, and at a particular skill area, say. Nymeration, the pattern
4

of skills in one list may be more difficult and more extensive than
.1

another list. But the pattern 'is not likely to persist if we shift

skill area and /or grade level. For example, if we look-at the skill

preas of Fractional Numbers and Geometry in LAUSD and Tennessee, we

could make.the following overall generalizations. Tennpssee requires

more complex skills grade by grade with Fractiona l Numbers at an

earlier age. However, the pattern is reversed when we shift the focus

to Geometry where LAUSD assesses some skills in non-metric and metric

geometry that.are not assessed at all in:Tennessee. On the other hand,

most of the skills in Fractional Numbers assessed by Tennessee are

eventually assessed by LAUSD.
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Table 1: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:.

First Grade

' SCNO 0 L O 1 I T II I r T

LAUSO MODESTO CA' FLORIDA LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TEItAt

Skill Area

A. Numeration

Counting ond"Place
Value

1. Identifies cardi-
nal numbers 0-10
from a set of
objects

2. Counts, reads,
and writes 0=30

I
Comparison

3. Orders numbers
0-10

4. Identifies ordi-
nal numbers ist
Sth

e.)J

Write to 20 by ones
Count to 30 by ones

Identify which set
has more, less, or
same

Identify the rank

1st - 3rd

Match concrete and
semi- concrete objects
in one-to-one

correspondence.
Identify equivalent
and non-equivalent

sets.

same

up tp 10

Through 10th

compares two sets
end determine which
has more, fewer, or
same number of
elements.

Recognize place val
for l's, 10's, and
100's.

Recognize numerals
0-100 and match the!
to numeration model

Count and write by
l's, S's, and 10's
to 100. Identify
words 0-10.

Compares two numbers
0.50, and recggnizes

, the mathematical ter
more than, less than
equfl.

Through 10th



Table 1 Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:

First Grade (continued)

LAUSD

Skill Area

MODESTO, CA

..

HANNON

Q 0 L tit &Tatty

KANSAS

0. Whole Number Operatiov

a-

Addition

5. Dpmonstrates the
concept of addi-
tion by joining
two sets of
objects whose sum
is 10 or less

6. Finds sums thru
10 (basic facts)

Subtraction

7. Demonstrates sub-
traction by
separating from a
set of 10 or less
objects

8, Substracts single,
digit numbers
from minuends
through 10 (basic
facts)

uJ

Addition facts thru
six

Subtraction facts
thru Six

416

LODISLAMA

Supply missing number
In a sequence through
10.

Up to 12

4

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TEsat

Recognize the use o
symbols 4-, , and the
mathematical term
add. '

Understand the coins
tative property of
addition and that
zero it the identity
element of addition.

Same plus add multi-
ples of 10 up to 100.

Recognize the use of
the symbol , and
the mathematical terw
subtrpct, and that
zero,ls the identity
element for,sub.

traction.

Same plut subtract
multiples of 10.
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table 1: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School Etistrict

,Eirst Grade {continued)

LAUSd HODESTO, CA

C. Fractional Nuibers

Numeration

9. Identifies whole

O. Geometry

Non - metric

10. Compares objects

by describing
likeness and

differences.

11% Classifies object
by cohort shape,-
and size.

12. identifies geo-
metric 4hapes:

circle, square,
and triangle.

E, Measurement

Time ,

15. Identifies se-
quence of events:
before, after,
first, next, and
last.

4) "1
I

FLOkIDA
p

SCHOOL OkSTaitT
KANSAS LOUISIANA NEW _JERSEY TENNESSEE Time

Same, plus 4rectang le,

Identify lighter or
heavier objects, and
shorter or longer
line segments.

Identify, 1%2, 1/4 0'
a region when whole
is'shown.

Ikecognixe.nuitipc /
ipatterns !Ming in
numbers, sequence,
and patterns.

Sae*

Saps plus d'

tell WeOft to hot

using a standard

clock.

Markspecified days
and dates on calend r..

V



Table 1: MathemaftCarrilis Assessed by State and Wolf SCt!OOI District:

1

First Grade (continued)

LAUSD VOODESTO, CA FLORIDA

SCHO_O 111STa_ICT

KANSAS LOUISIANA .

A

lb. Identifies and
names penny,
nickel, dime,

3 and quarter

Money.

J

1

A

Under problem Solving
the following shifts
are included; com-

bine the members or
eleients of seta of
concrete and semi-
concrete objects;
add members of a set
up to 5; and solve
word problems invol-
ving sums up to 10
or minuends up to 10,

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE MIAs

Same plus Including

Find the 1violue of
a collection of colts
up to ?Sc.

Measure to nearest
inch or centimeter.

AecognIse a thermo-
meter as an Instruntnt
for measuring tempv
rature.

Cbmpare liquid cape
cities using cup,
pint, quart, and
liter. Identify

largest and smaltesi

Compose simple num-
ber sentenco for
verbal. and picture

story problems.

4



Table 2: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School astrictt

Second Grade

LAUSO

SitillArfe

MOOESTO, CA FLORIDA

A. Numeration tt

Counting and Piece
Value

1. Identifies,
counts, reads,
.and Voltes nume-

rals and
expresses place
value thru 99

2. Counts by 10's .

and 5's to 100

3.. Counts by 2's to
20

4. Counts backwards
from 10

tqmpavison

5. Orders numbers
thru 99

70

Write 1-50

4

order numbers 1-20

V

It

SCHOOL t 1' LT

KANSAS LnuiSiallA

-% Identify the stein- Recognize the empty
Ord numeral for a set and recognize
2 -digit number related and non-
expressed in 10's related objets in
and l'A collection.

Identi the number Order sets of picture

between nd 100 as designated and
given four numerals. compare and construct

sets:

1

1

Same, except p1ac4
volts skills

Same

Same

Determines the next Same plus also write!
numbeF of if sequeekd In same sequence up,

rby2*s, $11, or WI to 100.

Up to 100

Given two consefu-
tive,even or odU
numbers to determine
the number in between.

s

_NEW MERSEY TENNESSEE

Identify odd andeve
umbers 1-20

Up to 200.
Match number words
numerals up to 20.

Same

Same but up to 100

S

41

Determine which num-

ber '.less than or,
' greater than up to

100.,

o

n
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Table 2s
.

Mathematics- Skills Assessed by State and local School Districts

Second Grade (continued)

LAOS!)

Skill Area

6.* Identifies a
number that tomes
before or after
given number.

1100ESTO, CA

7. Identifies ordinal

numbers. 1st - 101

O. Whole Number, Operitioi

Addition

AL Knows facts thru
18 (basic facts).

9. Adds two numbers,
up to 2 digltk
each, no
regrouping

Subtraction

10. Subtracts
digit numbers
from minuends thr

18 (basic fact .

41

Addition facts thru
12

IsIdentify the

mailer or larger
cof any two numbers
less than 20.

FLORt0A

SCHOOL O ( &Teter

10131SAS LOUISIANA

any threw 1 -

digit numbers with
suns thru 18

ame iSame

Add a 1-digit num-
to a 3-digit

number,,without
regrouping

Subtraction facts
thru 2

For numbers lass.

Khan 9, Identifies,
the number which Is
1 mar, than the one

Up to fourth

Adds two 1 -digit

numbers with sums
up to 14.

Add a 1-digit numbe0Same and also add.
and a 2-digit one three 1-digit numbers
with no regrouping with sums up to 9.

Same

Subtract a 1-digit
number from itself
or subtract zero

' from the 1-digit
number

Same plus add 1 -

digit number and a
2 -digit number

Subtraction fac
with minuends upt.14")
10

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

etches cardinals tC
rdinals up to 20th.i

nderstands the meth
ymboiss 4. .

Same plus knowledge
f commutative pro-
env.
Cnowledge that multi-
lication Is repeated
dditlon.

*me plus add three
I-digit numbers with
sums to 18



Table 2: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and total School District:

Second Grade (continued)

LAOSO MODESTO, CA FLORIDA

.11. Substracts 1- ant
2-digit numbers
from 2-digit

numbers, without
regrouping

C. Fractional *Albers

N umeration

12. Identifies one-
half, one-fourth
and ow-third of
a whole number

D. Geometry

N on - metric

13. Identifies geo-
metric figures o
same shape /size

-by matching
shape to outline
circle, square,
and triangle.

14. Identifies geo-
metric shapes:'
circle, square,
triangle, and
rectangle

4.LJ

1Same

'Group 12 or fewer
objects into sets
Of equal amounts
(no remainders)

Same plus rectangle

S C I L O A I ra ce_r
KANSAS_

Subtract two 1 -digit

numbers whose sum 1)
9 or less.

'Alia NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

Same plus subtract a
I-, 2-, and 3-digit
number from a 3-digit
numbers without re-
grouping

Same plus 2/3 and
3/4.

A:4 V
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Second Grade (continued)`

S C N ALO I. D t STIRIET

LAUSO MODESTO, CA FLORIDA

Skill Area

E. Measurement

Length

IS. Measures length le
non-standard units
by counting

Time

16. Reads clock to
specify time on
the hour

Money

17. States value of
penny, nickel,
dime, and quarter
In cents (c)

F. Applications/Problem
Solving

/4

Same plus skills
with inch and cen-
timeters

Same plus state
' time on the half -

hour state days of
the week in order

Identify penny,
nickel, dime, quartei
and half-dollar

Soot

KANSAS

S

Up to five pennies

LINUSIANA

ldentfiy.lnch and fox
as units of caseation
linear measurement

Same plus Identify
the hour and minute
hand on clock.

Name days of week
and months of year,
and relates event to
time (morning, noon,
night) 4,

Same plus identify
the C symbol

t

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

Read a Fahrenheit o
Celsius thermometer

Recognize units of
measurement inch,

foot, centimeter,
meter. cup, pint,
quart. gallon,
liter, and year.

Tell time to, the
half-hour.

Read and use a
monthly calendar

Identify the coins:
penny, nickel, dime
quarter, and half-
dollar end count up
to one dollar with
coins of equal vain

TfiAG
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Table 2: mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District,

Second Grade (continued)

LAUSO MODESTO, CA FLORIDA*

SCHOOL oksTaitt.

KANSAS LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TrIAS

Skill Area

18. Writes a /mmber
sentence to des-
cribe reel-life
situation

19. Makes up a real-
life problem
from a number
sentence.

*
The state of Flor

4)

Solve real world SdIve a word probl Same for sums and
probievis involving involving the addi- minuends of 10
addition and sub- tion 9f two 1-digit

traction of two numbers
2 -digit numbers

itbout regrouping
And purchase pro-
blems involving no
more than 50!

de identifies these kills at the kegineing of Grade 3 and

a

Solve oral addition
and subtraction' pro-
blems, sums of 10
and minuends of 10.

Solve simple one-sto
word problems Invol.
ving addition
(regrouping as necel

wiry) and subtraction
no regrouping)

re thus comparable to LAUSO's end of Second Grade.

O

4

ti



Table 3.. Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School OistrIct;.

Third Grade

LAUSO MODESTO CA FLORIDA

SCRO Ot OtSTRICT

MN

Skill Area

A. Numeration

Counting and Place
Velum

1. Reads and writes
numerals and
expresses place
value through 999

Comparison

2, Orders numbers
thru 999

-3, Identifies even
and odd numbers

11. Whole Numbir Opera-
tions

Addition
I. Adds two 2-digit

numbers, regroup-
ing as necessary

sir*

Identify number worth
for multiples of 10

120-901

Identify number words

11 thru 19.

Write to 100 by 2's
Use ordinal numbers
thru 19th

S

Same

Supply missing num-
bers in a sequence
thru 100

Write the number that
comes before or of tea

a given number 4..99

Add !Our 1-digit num
bers and compute sum
to 99 with zero is of
of the addends.

Same plus add a 3-
digit number and a
1-, 2-, and 3-digit

Tt

Teachers and other
school personnel
were asked to re-
spond to a survey tc
determine what
skills to assess.
The proposed assess-,

ment program covere
grades 3, 6, 9, and
11, Consequently,
no statement can be
made at this point
regarding the
skills assessed at

the above grade
levels.

e

Count by l's, 3's,
5's and 10's up to

100.

Read and write word
names for numbers tot

to 100.

Count by ordinals tc
25th

Same plus read and
write Roman Numerall
up to XII.

Up to SO
Round numbers to
nearest 10 and 100

Recall basic facts
plus add 3-digit

numbers, regrouping
as necessary

5. 5"`

tD
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Table 3: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District.

Third Grade (conti O)
*a

LAUSW MOIST°. CA FLORIDA

Skill Area

Subtraction

5. Subtracts two
2 -digit numbers

with regrouping

.6. Subtracts twat
3 -digit numbers,

without .regroup-

ing

J

Subtract 2-digit
numbers without

borrowing

St1100. b1STl1Lt

KANSAS LOUISIANA MEN JERSEY TENNESSEE TEXAS_

Cl'

1.

number with no
rouping and regroup-

the ones placd
reg
log in

only.

Add a'2-digit number
and a 1- and 2-digle
number with regrouping'
in the ones place only

Identify the parts of
an addition problem

Same plus identify t
parts of a subtractl
problem and compute
differences to 99
with zero In the
subtrahend.

Subtract a 1-digit
number from a 2-010
number, minuend to 1
using basic facts an
concrete objects,

and with and without
regrouping. (The

skill of subtracting
two 3-digit numbers
Is not included).

Recall basic fayee"'6
plus subtract 3-
'digit number, regroup-

' ing as necessary

11.

rt
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Table 3s Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:.

Third.Grade (continued)

LAUSD $1001STO, CA FLORIDA

SCAIDOL 81,1/Ric T,

MN

Skill Area

MulAiplication

7. finds products

'thru 81 (basic
facts)

8.

Division

finds quotients
for dividends

thru 81 (basic

facts)

C. fractional Numbers,,

9. Identifies the
number ofilloal
Parts in alghole

D. GeometOW

Mon-metric,

IQ. Identifies open
and close curves

Know multiplication
tables for O's. I's.
2's, and 5's

1j

Mu111Ply:two 1-digit
numbers (products
thru 36)

Recall multiplicati

tables to S's and
multiply a 2- digit
number by a I-digit
number. regrouping
as necessary 0

Division factsp t
115 s 5

Reads, writes, and identljt and write
shades the fraction, common fractions:

parts of a whole, 1/2, 1/3, 2/3, 1/4,
1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 ' and 3/4

Associate the words:
circle, triangle,
square, and rectan-
gle with their
visual representatioe
and draw a facsimile
of these figures

.0;

ti

,



Table 3: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:

Third Grade icontinueil

UWSD

Skill Area

C. Measurement

Length

11. Measures to
nearest centlmete

I

12. Measures to
nearest inches

Time

13. Reads clock to
specify time on
the hour, 1/2
hour and 1/4
hour

14. Reads calendar
for days of Week,
weeks, months,
and year

MODESTO CA FLORIDA

SCNOOL O(STtILT
M$ A

.5

v.

identify-centimeter
and meter as metric
linear units

Same

Same

Recognize the cup,
pint, quart,as unit:
of

s
customary liquid

measures, and measur4

to nearest cup, pint
quart. halt gallon,
and gallon.

Measures weight in
pounds

Tell and record time
using colon notation
12:30, tg the hour
and half-hour

TENN
use measuring ev c
involving cup, pint

quart, gallon, and
iker, ip

Use measuring devic
involving in foot,
yard, centimeter,
and meter

Same plus to the
minute

s

a



Table 3: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School district:

Third Grade (continued;

SCHOOL
CAUSO

Skill A.ea

Money

IS. States value of
penny, nickel,

dime, quartei,
and.half-dollar
in cents (t)

16. Counts and states
value of coin

collections:' it
to SI

17. Finds equivalent
sets of coins for
nickel, dime, and
quarter

le. Makes change for
SI

F. Relations /Functions

Patterns

19. Recognizes and
extends number

'patterns

9.

/WEST° CA

Same

FLORIDA KANSAS

4

LOUISIANA jj NEW JERSEY

Same but not includ-
ing half-dollar

Recognizes zero as
the numerical equi-
valent of the empty

set,

Use zero as the iden
tity element in,
addition and compare

numbers 0-99 using
"greater than and
less than

r

tEmessit.

Read temperature on
weather thermometer

Read and write monel
amounts using S and

t symbols and deci-

mal notation



Table ): Metlomatics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District

Third Crede (continued)

Skill Area

O. Statistics,

* Statistics

20. Follects, organizes
and Interprets
data in pictograph
facie

N., Applications/Problem
Solving

Applications/Problem
Solving.

21. Makes bp a real-Ile
problem from a
number sentence

22. Writes and soiyes
a number sentence
to reflect a real.
life situation ,

2). Adds'and sub-
tracts sums of
money up to S0.459

6.:

MODESTO, CA

g,

FLORIDA

SCHOOL OLSI_fuer
KANSAS LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

.10

Supply the missing
numbers in a sequence
of even or odd num4

bars, 0.99

Identify the operation
(addition or subtrac.
Lion) to solve a
simple word problem
(sums and minuends

of 1B)

Same but for sums'and
and minuends less than
100 and multiplication
with no factor greater
than six

Same plus bar graph!

Solve simple one-step

word problems invel
ving the four basic
operations
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Table 4: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School Oistrict'

fourth Grade

LAUSO HUGEST°, CA runtoi* KANSAS

L_ 0(Sta1 tt

LOUISIANA NEM JERSEY TENNESSEE TEXAS

Skill Area

A. Numeration

Counting and Place
Value

1, Reads and writes
numerals and
expresses place
value thru 9,999

Primes, Multiples,
factors

-2, Names the multi-
ple of numbers
5 and 10

S. Whole Number Operati

Addition

1

on

3, Adds two 3-digit
numbers, regroup
ing as necessary

Add three 2-digit
numbers

Round to nearest
10 numbers less
than 100 end put
in order three
numbers less than
1,000.

Identify ordinal
position of
objects in a set
of 11.99 objects

Same

Identify the num-

ber of objects in
a set of no more
than 1.000 objects

Read and write
word names for
whole numbers 0-10

Round to nearest 10
100, and 1,000 a
4-digit number

Order three numbers
less than 1,000
from least to
greatest

Same

Identify the missln$

numeral in a segmen
of a whole number
line with -or 2-
digit numerals

Add four 3-digit Vime

numbers with and
without regrouping
and add a 3-digit
number to 1-, 2-,

3-digit number

Use ordinal numbers
thru 99th

Supply missing num-

bers In a sequence
thru 10,000

Same

Same plus supply t
missing numbers In
sequence of these
multiples, and In a
sequence of odd and
even numbers 100-
1000

he

Same

a

Write ordinals to
25th

Round to nearest 10
and 100

Recognize the Millen
Numerals:. I, V, X,

L, and C

Same plus word name
and express in ex-
panded form

Add 4-digit numbers
with regrouping



Table i. Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District,

Fourth Grade (continued)

tAUSD

Skill Area

Subtraction

4. Subtracts two 3-
. digit numbers

regrouping in the

10s only

1"

S. S tractsracts two 3-
... git numbers

.grouping as
necessary

. Multiplication

6. Knows products
thru el (basic
facts)

Multiplies eny
'`number by a 1-

digit number
with and without
regrouping

7.

IL Multiplies any
number by 10

Division

S. knows quotients
for dividends
thru $i (basic
facts) ,

i'"vJ

MODESTO, CA FLORIDA

2E11001. 11 1,STAI ET

KAliSAS LOUISIANA

Subtract two 4-
digit numbers, wit
and without regroup
ing

Subtract without sells
numbers with

borrowing

Know oultiplication
tables thru six

.

ame

Mu Itiply a 1digit
and two 3-digit
number

Sam

Multiply two 2-
digit numbers

Saxe

Check subtraction
by addition

Sam

Identify the parts
of a multiplicetihn
problem (include
factors and product!)

Division facts with
divisors of 6 or
less

NEW JCB,EY TENNESSEE TESL

Same

Same

Multiply a 3 -digit

number by a and
2-digit number, reg
ing as necessary

"up"



Table k: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:.

Fourth Grade (continued)

LAVS0 MODESTO CA FEORIDA*

SCHOOL fliSTRIGJ
DAM A ISIANA

Skill Area
4

ID. Divides a 2-
digit number
by a 1-digit
number with
1-digit quotient
with remainder

C, Fractional Numbers

Mumerallair

11. Wriarra fractioi
for a part of a
whole

Addition .

12. Adds simple
fractions with
like denominators
without regroupin

Subtraction

13. Subtracts simple
fract(ons 4Ith

like denominator,

)

Divide fldigit
number by 1-

digit number with
remainder zero,
without regrouping

Identify equiva-
lent fractions of

regions separated
into halves,
fourths, fifths,
eighths, and tenths
and Identify one-
half, one-third,
or one-fourth in q
set of 12 objects

S

Saw;

Solves division
problem* involving
2-digit dividend,
1-digit divisor,

with a 2-digit quo-
tient, with no
remainder and no
regrouping.

Writes the fraction Same including 1/5
for a region divide, and 1/6
Into halves, fourths

and fifths

NEW JERSEY TENMESSU

Divids 2- and 3-dig
numbe?s by a. 1 -dig}

number, regrouping
as necessary

Same

t

I

TE1AS



Table 4. Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District

Fourth Glade (continued)

LAUSO MODESTO CA FLORIDA

SCHOOL OtSTRIET
KNI A TEMA

Skill Area

D. Geometry

Nonmetric

14. Identifies

property of
circle: center

15. Identifies

points, lines,
and line seg.
cents

Metric rTh

16. ...44sures pert\
meter of plane
figure

E. Measurement

Length

17. Estimates and
measures, using
centimeter And

, meter

Area

18. Measures surfac
area by countin

Not in Area

Same plus using
in.. ft.. and yd.

Matches figures of
same size and shape

Identifies length

in cm. showing

aligned object
and ruler

Same plus including
rays

Same

Measures volume in
liters and measures
weight in ounces

Same plus measure
length to nearest
halfin., ft. and
yd.

Same

Read and record tem

perature.
Mas's and capacity

units in customary
and metric units

Measures using
metric and customer
units

r7.

Oo



Ma Skill s ed b S a e and L l chool District:.

Fourth_ de (continue

SCHOOL O_I STRICT

LAVS0 MOTO, CA FLORIDA a KANSAS 1.0111SIAAA. NOW JERSEY TENNESSEE TEXAS

Skill Area

Time

19. Statl% time
befoke'and af6r
the hour In
five-minute

intervals

Money

20. Counts and state$
value of coin
collection to
$2.00

21. finds equivalent
sets of coins

for nickel, dime,
quarter, half-
dollar and dollar

22. Makes change for
$2.00 or less

7

*

Tell time Tell time on the
hour, bglf-hour,
and quarter hour.
State months In
order, the date by
month, day, and
year and state
age in years

Read, write, and
determine equiva-
lent amounts up to
$5.00

Makes change but
limit unspecified

.mem.

a

Skill assessed at the
5th level

Write ,an amount of
money using the $
and decimal notation

Count change up to
$1.00

it

Tell'and record time

Read price tag
and count change .in

bills and coins to
$20.00



'Table 4:- Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and local School District.

Fourth Grade (continued)

LAUSO PRIOESTI% CA FLORIDA*

scmant tstSTRitt

Skill Area

I

F. Relations/Functions

Coordinate Geometry

23. PId a point on
a number plane
when given an
ordered number

Pair. 1st
quadrant,

Statistics

S.tati9 stics

$, Interprets a be
graph

G.

M. Applications /Problem

SOS'ing

Applications/Pro-

blem Solving

25." Writes and solve
a number sentenc

to reflect a rea
life situation

s ,/

KANSAS

Read and determine --
relationships des- r,

cribed by pictograOh Peed data from
or bar graph ex- bar and line
pressed in whole graphs
units

Determine solution
of real-world pro-
blems involving
addition and sub-
traction of 3-
digit numbers and
multiplica ion of

I-digit n r by

s 3-digit er

LOUISIANA

Recognise and apply
the following mathe-
atical symbols; c.

Use one as the Iden-
tity element in
multiplication

.

NEW JERSEY

Interprete dAte graph

in pictorial form

Solve one-step
problems involving\

the four basic
operations

TENNESSEE

Recognize and
continue number
patterns

Interpret simple
charts, graphs.
and tables

Solve word problems
using the four basic

operations

TEYAS

vvO



Table R. Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District.

fourth Grade (continued)

. LAWS. MODESTO. CA rump**
SCHOOL 0(sTetcT

KANSAS LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TENAS

Skill Area

26. Makes up a real

lifo Problem
from a number

sentence and
solves

27. Solves mono;
problems, using
basic operations

*
The state of floc

J

Ida identifies these

Oetennine the
chime* to be re
ceived from a Si
bill after the
purchase of three
items

Determine the solu.
tie* of realworld
problems involving
the addition and
subtraction of prop
per fractions with
like denominators,
without simplifi
cation

skills at the be-ginning of Grade 5 and

a

Solve word problems
involving pounds,
only or ounces omly.
no conversion

re thus comparable to LAUSO's'end of fourth Grade.

A .*

O



Table 5: Mathematits Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:

fifth Grade

LAUSO

Skill Area

NOOESTO, CA fLOR1DA

SCIIDOL DtSTItc_Y

KANSAS LOUISIANA

. Numeration

Counting and lac
Value

1. Reeds and write
numerals and
expresses plate.
value thru

999,999

2. Rounds off to
nearest 10

Primes, Multiples,

factors

3. Names the multi
pies of numbers
thris 10

. Whole Number Operat

Addition

11. Adds numbers of
more than 3-di-
git, regpuping
as necessary

ons

'

5upply missing numb*
in a sequence thru
000,000

NEW JERSEY'

Same skills but only
'thru 100,000

petognize numbers that
trot divisible by flv
end recognize that
division by zero is
not possible

Add numbers of up to
5-Olgits with
regrouping

TENNESSEE

Recognize, read, a
write Roman Numeral
up to 500

Identify even and
odd numbers

ne

Read and write nutter 1.4

rals thru 100,000,
and identify place
value up to 7-digit

Round to nearest
100, and 1,000 and
use to estimate
sums and differences

Perform operations
using the distri-
butive property

Save

I

!I .

k-i

a.
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Table'S:, Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and,tocel School District

Fifth Grade (ceniinued)

LAUSD MODESTO. CA FLORIDA

SCHOOL

KANSAS LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

Skill Area ,

I

Subtraction

5: Subtracts from
a 11-digit num-
ber, with
regrouping as
nevssary

6. Subtracts two
'umbers. zeros
in the minuend

Multiplication

1. Nulltiolie$ any

number by ID
and 100

S. 'Multiplies any
number by a 2 -

digit number.
-regrouping as
necessary

Division

9. Divides a 2 -

digit number by

a 1-digit num
ber. with a 2 -

digit quotient.
with end without
remainder.

Subtract a 2-digit
number from a ;-
digit number

h

Multiplication
tables thru nine

Multiplies a 2-digi
number by a 1-digit
number

'Division facts thru\
nine

Divide a 2-digit
number by a 1-digit

number with no
remainder

a

e

5an*

Multiply 2- and 3-
digit numbers by
1-digit number

Same skills plus
ivide a 4-digit num

ber by a 1-digit bum
ber with remainder

d

Same

Multiply two 2- and
3-digit numbers

Recoil the.multipli
cation facts thru
12, in a out of
sequence ith accu-

racy

Divide
dividends y 2-digit

divisors

8C;
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Table 5: Nothemotics Sk is Assessed by Sate and Local School District.

fifth Grade (c tinued)

LAURI
4

MODESTO. CA FLORIDA

SCHAlq. oksiattr

Arab-

,10. Divides a 3-
digit number by

1-digit num=
bar. with and,

without semein-
der

C. FrActional Numbers

Numeration

11. Writes as frac-

,tion part(s) of
whole and

part (s) of set

12. IdentifleA s0
finds equivalent
fractions .

KANSAS - LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY

Identify the parts of
I divisiqp problem

Identify the frectionbi
*Bets tie and 1/10 of a

whole

TENNESS5.

Arrange fractions

of like denominator',
in order; change fric-
tions with terms di
divisible by 2. 3.
or 4.

Simplest forme; and

change improper
fractions to mixed
numbers. and the
reverse, reducing
fractifon4 to lowest

terms

Same plus find
tommon denominators ,

82
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Table St Mathemetics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:,

Fifth Grade (continued) v

um MIST*. CA

4.

FLORIDA

SCHOOL

LOOISIAMA mew JERSEY TENNESSEE TEXAS

Skill Arse

Addition

ts. Adds mixed and
whole lumbers

Sebtraction

'91bibtracts e who'

number from a

' Audited number

S. Decimals

Numeration

IS. Ident ifies end

expresses deci-
mal place value
thre 10ths

16. Changes frec
thins with
denominators of

)4 to decimals

Addlifon/Subtracti

17. Adds deckle's
regrouping at
necessary

. Geometry

83

4

IAdd and s tract

;kyle fractions and
axed numbers with
ike denominators,

egrouping
no

ead and write deci-
is thru 100thsna

Identify decimals
equivalent to 1/2, 1-

3/1, 1/5, A/5, MO,
1/10, and 1/100
p9/l00

RO

na

m

d and subtract deci
Is thru 100ths

Identify the percent
ign

J.
Identify the pares o

circle

44

Add and subtract mi
numbers and add, su

tract, multiply and
divide fractions wi
like denominators.

.e

Add and subtract

decimals, dollar
and cent'symbols
correctly'

I

ed

h

s

0.



Table St Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:

Fifth Grade Ccontinuedi

V'

LAOS') MDOESTO CA . FLORIDA

SCHOOL ftSlitle V'

Skill Area

Non - Metric

18. Identifies solid
figures: cone,
cube, sphere,
cylinder'

lEetric

19. Estimates and
measures peri-

meter of plane
fItures

F. Measurement

Length

20. 'estimates and
measures. using
cm., m: and

,g1

2i. Estimates and
measures, 'using

In.. Ft.:,and

Area

Estimates and
measures area,

Using cm 2

J

KANSAS_ LOUISIANA NEW AERSET TENNESSEE TEXAS

Same

Measures a weight macs
in grams ar kilograns

* Tell time to the near-
est five-minute inteeval

Draws ancridentifies
parts of circle, and
recognize perpendicular,
parallel, horlzontay,
vertical. and Inter-
secting tines

Add or subtract time,
clocks, and calendar

Measures to the
nearest half or ee)

quarter -inch or

millimeter

lr

or"
ka

p

yr .



4.

Table 5 Mathematics Skills Assessed b *State and Local School District:

1

fifth Grade (continued)

LAOS,

'23. ,Estimates'and
measures area
using sq. In.

Volume/Capacity

0100
2,1 Reads tempera-

tore to within
Celsuis and

2° Fahrenheit

2a. ,,Estimates and
measures capa-
city using pint
quart, and cup

Temperature

26. identifies the,
points on Celsu s
Ind Fahrenheit
scales: boil
log, freezing,
and body.tem-
aerator*

MODESTO, 'CA FLORIDA

SCHOOL D(STKIET
!CAMAS LOUISIANA NEV JERSEY TENNESSEE TEret

Money

27. Makes dibnoje

for $500 or

less

V-0

I

. .

-

0

.4

vt,



LAND

-Am area

0, RelatIns/Functions

Patterns

2$. Ident/fier, extends,
and creetes num-
ber patterns,

Cdordlnate Geometry

.2). 'kites an ordered
pair for a 'stye

Wit point, 1st
qbedrent

ApPlIcations/Problen

Applii;tionst
Problem Solving

)0. Writes end solve
ember sentenc

to reflect..a rea
life situation

31, poke1s up a 481
fife problem fr
nuMber sentenc

lInd solves

.

000EST0: CA

Sblve one step
wrIt$en word pro-.

!gems

e'
OM.

4

7

Table S: Mathematic; Skilts,Assassed by State and Local School District:

fifth Grade (continued).

FLORIDA

vi

t

LOUISIANA
2

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

1b, ,

Solve two 2-step woci
problems using add
Lion, subtraction,
multiplication, ind
money problems Invol-
ving amounts not'
exceeding 110.00

0.

6

4

interprets simple
charts, graphs, end
tahles..atutfind t
average of six or
more quantities

t .

Read simple word
probleos'including
those with wheola
number", fractions
and declmeis,jeciod
which operation to
use end celculata

tie answer



Table -S: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School Districts

Fifth Grads (continued)

LAUSD

Skill Area

v.

It NOOESTO, CA

32.. Solves measurement
problems (intim.-
Ingtmoney'srobleMs)
using -basic ope

rations

t

O

0

FLORIDA

Ocmoot. ttcsrater

KANSAS

4.

LOUISIANA NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TEXAS

a

J

5 prtb I ems .
involving time in
hours only, in mint
only, and days, weeks
months, or years

dB

Iv

1'

cs,

Solve money problems
using basic operati

Solve 2-step-word
problems involving
basic operations

ns

ul



Table 6: MethameticsSkills Assessed by State and local School District:

Sixth Grade

.LMISD

Skill Area

A. Numeration

Counting and Place
Value

*

I. Writes and reeds
numerals ana
expresses place
value thru
1,000,000

2. Rounds of to
nearest ID and 1 00

S. Whole Number Operati

Addition

3. Adds numbers of
more than 3-digit

numbers, regroup-
ing as necessary

Subtraction

4. Subtracts numbers
of more than ;-

digit numbers,
regrouping as
necessary

I

MODESTO. C4 FLORIDA

.\
S_C 0 0 04t S'ili cr

KANSAS

ns

ti

I

,

41.

IANA/ NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

Identify the word Read and write number

name for Iv 3- or 4- words thru 1,000
Igit numerald

rder three numbers
less than 1,000 fro
least to greatest.

Identify place 'talus
In a k-digit nume-
ral

Rounds a is-digit

number to nearest
10, 100. or 1,004

Same

Subtract a 4- ora5-
digit number from a

5-, 6-, or 7-digit
number with regroup
ing

Same plus supply
missing numbers In
a sequence thru
1,000.00

Teachers and other
'school personnel

were asked to re-
spond to a survey t
determine what
skills to assess.
The proposed assess
'sent program covere

grades 3, 6, 9. and
11. Consequently.

Round to nearest 1044(4: statement can be
de at this point

regarding the s1111
assessed at the
ab grade levels.

1Recognize the Roman
0 NumeralOymbols: I

V, X, 1: C, 0 and II
Indicate their val
and write Roman

'1

C

raft to 2t000

ecognite a negative
integer on a number
line

us

Same

, same

Same
410

?Flat

i/1
cad and write, and
interpret place
value of 5-digit
numerals.

.,'

/OW

Same

Same

,

a'

s



Table 6s Mathematics SkillsAsessed by_State and Local School District!

Sixth Grade (corktinued)

SC1100 L

Musa

Skill Area

Multiplication

5, Multiplies any
number by a 2
digit numbs
regrouping

Olvi ion

6. Divides number Dilide a 3-digit rium-

,

up to four digitti ber by ,t-dilit
by multiple of number with no
10, wfth and remainder

o without remain-
der

4 #

Multiply NAO. 2-4414
numbers

C. Fractional Numbers

Numeration

7. Changes 1,rections

to lowest terms

Additioh,

Adds fractions
with like deno-
minator, with
regr&ping

0
ti J.

Add nd,subtract like
Fractions, with sums
less than one

1.

)

Multiply i 4- or 5-
digit number and a
3- or 4- digit
number

Divide or 4-
digit. number by a
2-digit number with
remainder

0

"

IT el f4T

Same plus multimlY 411

10, 100, and 1,000

Divide by multiple
of 10 and divide a
2-digit number by
2 -digit number with

no remainder
Express remainders'ae
fractions

ti

:ontCnue consecutive
equivalincx. pattern

Fractions, V/2, 2/4,
3/6, etc.

ultiply any whole ame
umber by a 4-digit

erl

vide any whole ame

er by a 3-digc
ovisor
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Table 6: Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District.

Sixth Grade (continued)

LAUSD MODESTO CA FLORIDA

_SCHOOL DISTiticY

KANSAS TENNESS

Skill Area

9. Adds mixed
numbers with like
denominators,
regrouping as

necessary

Multiplication

10. Multiplies a
whole plumber by

a fraction, and
Vice versa

11. Multiplies any
proper friction
by any proper
fraction

11. Decimals 4

. Numeration

12, Identifies and
expresses deci-
mal place value
through hundredth

13. Changes fractions
with denominators
of 10 and 100 to

decimals

Same

)

Same

Divide a fraction by
e fraction

Drder decimals, limit
to hundredths

$ead and write deci-
Nals thru thousandths

,Identify decima4
equivalent too 1/1
X2/3, 1/6-5/6, 1/8-

7/3

Same plus diy4lon

Multiply and divide
nixed numbers

Change proper fracti

to decimals

4

Add and subtract

fractions having
unlike denominators

Same

.1

ns



f

TaCli 6. Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District.

1 .
Sixth Grade (contidued)

MODES 0, FLORIDA itmotAs

litIGTRIET

TENN SSE

Skill Area

Addicton/Subtractic n

14. Subtracts deci Add and subtract:
regrouoingNdecimais thru,hun-,

as necessary dredths

Multiplication.

1$: Multiplies a

decimal by a
whole number

Multiplies a

deckle by 10
and 100

Division

I. Divides a deci-
mal by a whole

, number up to 2
digits

18. Divides a deci-
mal by10 end
i00

*
*

Add two l-, 2-,
place decimals

Subtract a 1-, 2-",
3-place decimals
frok's 2- or 34'
place decimals

Multiply two deci-
mals each with 2 or
3 places

Divide a 1-, 2-, or
3-place decimal by
a whole number with
no remainder

Add and subtract
decimals thru thou-
sandths

Perform all basic
Operations invol-
ving decimal number
and multiply and
divide using dollar
and cent symbols
correctly

1
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Table Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and total School District:

Sixth Grade (continued)

LAUSO MODESTO. CA

pip Area

'E. Geometry

Non - Metric

..19. Identifies
properties of a
circle: radius

and diameter

. 20. Identifies a right

angle

F. Measurement

Length

21. Estimates. mea-'
sures, and
determines,,rela-
tionship using
cm., p., mm.#
dm. rind km.

Mass

22, Estimates. mea-
sures and /or

determines rel.-
tionAhip. using
g. and kg.

FLORIDA

SCHOOL

KANSAS

1TRItT

LOUISIANA

Liven the sides of
a rectangle deter-
mine ,the area

Identifies length
in cm, showing
aligned object and
ruler

Identify horizontal
and vertical .lines,

and pairs of inter-
secting and parallel
lines

Same plus identify
parts of an angle

4

NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE

Measure simile angtos
to nearest degree

Calculate the
circumference of
'circle .

.11

Add and subtract
units of measurement
using renaming

T

Same.

1 9
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Table 6s Mathematics Skille"Assessed imf State and Local Schbol District

. .

."Sixth Grade (continued)

LAdS0

Skill Area

'MODESTO. CA .

'2 14 tstheatit. measur
"ana/or determines
!'relationsikipt usi

ounte and Round

Area

Esiimetas; measur
and determines
relationship or
Rm.2, dm,2,' end
m.2

25. Estimates, ontaur
anddeterminis
relationship or

in,. sq.,fi.
and eq. yd.

Volume/Capacity

26, stimates are}
sures.capecitY
determines

ationshIps of
r'pnd Milli-

,.

a
re
li

lit

,

1

FLORIO*

. f

SCHOOL ILISTIti.t.T
:. KANSAS LOUISIANA,'

Tell timMto the
nearest minute'.

Reid a thermometer'

(neat

and/or Cihren
(heft

r

prpute the area ofa
squall and a rectangle
losing the appropriate
Yormuta

NW JERSEY

1

a

TENNESSI.

'

TFli

Calculate the peri-
. neter and area of

square and rectangle
when given length of
Imljacent sides

Same
1

n
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fable 6 Mathematics Skills Assessed by State and Local School District:.

A.
Sixth Grade (continued)

LAUSO

t.

MOOtSTO, CA PLORIOA

SCHOOL III;STAirt

KANSAS LOUISIANA _NEW JERSEY TENNESSEE TEIAS

Ar.ea.

G. Relations /Functions

.27.

Patterns

identifies,

extends, and
creates. Ilst(S)

of ordered pairs.

28. Names additional
ordered number
pairs when given
a function rule

Coordinate Geometry

29.. Graphs the
ordered number
pairs of a func-

tion, 1st
quadrant

H. Statistics

Statistics

30. Collects data,
organizes in
bar graph form,
and interprets

t

Given groups of "embers
and specified opera-
tions, determine the
equality relation
between them,

(0 '1

Samee

4
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Table 6: ikathematic.s Skills Assessed by State and Local School bistritt.,

4. Sixth Grede0(continued)

LAND MODESTO: CA FLORIDA

SCHOOL

KANSAS'

rw

LOUISIANA

Area
.

31. Collects data.
drgenIzes in
line graph form.

and Interprets

32. Determines the
meenAmerege)
from a set of

data

I. Percent

Percent

33. Changes .hun-

dredtlis erection

to percents, and
vice verse

J. Applications/Problem
Solving

Applications/
Problem Solving

3h. Writes and solve
number sentenc

to reflect a
real-life situa-
tion

Solve written word
problems

4

.4

Same

Same .

Solve one-ftep word
problems involving
the four basic
operations

f

NEW*JERSEI TENNESSEE TEtal

Same

Compute a given percent
f a whole number0

Read simple word
problems. Including
whole numbers, free

tions, or decimals,
decide which operey
tions to perform,
estimate the enure
and calculate the
answer correctly.

04 .V

Estimate and solve
problems involving
the four basic
operations with,
whole numbers, sim-
ple fractions. and

decimals



\
Table 6: Mathesdcics Skills Asslssed by State and local School OistrIct4

Sixth Grade (continued)

LAUSD

Skill Area

MOOESTO. CA

A

sctioni. b(stiricr

FLORIDA KANSAS LOUISIANA NEIN JERSEY TENNESSEE

35. Makes up a real-
life problem '

from a number
sentence and

solves

Solves, measure-

meet lroblems
(including 'money
problems) using
basic operations

a

ti

c

.0"

e

11)

TEIAS


